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1. INTRODUCTION 
We have established general probabilistic representation formulae for (Co) m-parameter operator 
semigroups subsuming Shaw's formulae [1,2] as special cases in [3] and investigated the asymptotic 
behavior of the obtained formulae in [4]. In this paper, we will determine the saturation order 
and trivial class for the obtained formulae. A Fang's result [5] for the one-parameter case is a 
subcase of the consequences of our general treatment here. 
Section 2 is about preliminaries and notations. Section 3 contains ome auxiliary results. We 
include our main results in Section 4 and we present some concrete xamples in the last section, 
Section 5. 
2. PREL IMINARIES  
Let X be a Banach space with elements f ,  g , . . . ,  having norm Ilfll, Ilgll,..., and g(X) be the 
Banach algebra of endomorphisms of X. If T E C(X), IITII also denotes the norm of T. Let 
~m be the m-dimensional Euclidean space supplied with the usual definitions of arithmetical 
operations and metric, and 
n~ = {t • T~m; t i~  0, i = 1 , . . . ,m} 
is the first closed 2m-ant in T~ m. Z+ denotes the set of all nonnegative integers and 
z~ = { ,  = ( , , , . . . , ,m) ;  ,~ • z+,  i = 1 , . . . ,m},  
while .h/" is the set of all positive integers. 
A family of bounded linear operators {T(t); t • T~T} on X is called a (Co) m-parameter 
operator semigroup in E(X) when the following three conditions are satisfied: 
(i) T(t + s) = T(t)T(s),  t, s • 7~;  (1) 
(ii) T(0) = I (identity operator); (2) 
(iii) s - lim T( t ) f  = f,  f • X. (3) 
tE~,t--.0 
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It is known that {T(t); t • Ti~} is the direct product of m (Co) one-parameter operator 
semigroups in g(X): 
m 
T(t)  = H~(t i ) ,  (4) 
i= l  
where T~(ti) = T(t iei)  and ei = (0, . . . ,  1, . . .  ,0) with 1 in the ith place and 0 elsewhere is the ith 
canonical basis of Tim. 
Let Ai be the infinitesimal generator of {Ti(ti); 0 _< ti < (x~} with domain D(A i ) , i  = 1 . . . . .  m. 
Then, if f • D(Ai ) ,  so does T( t ) f  for each t • Ti~ and AiT( t ) f  = T ( t )A J .  
To each i = 1 , . . . ,  m, there correspond two numbers Mi _> 1 and wi _> 0 such that 
[[r,(tdll _< Me , 0 _< ti < c~. 
Hence, we have the inequality 
m IIT(t)ll <_ M1. . .Mm exp(w(t l  + ""  + tm)) = Me ~t, t • Ti+ , (5) 
where M = M1 .. .  Mm, t = tl +""  +tm and w = max{wi, 1 < i < m}. 
In the following, we always mean {T(t); t • Ti~} satisfies (5), unless otherwise specified. 
For the above definitions and properties and further details about multiparameter operator 
semigroups we refer to [3,6-8]. 
The following notations (some of them may be not standard) are used extensively in this paper. 
Suppose t = (Q , . . . , tm)  • Ti m , s : (S l , . . . ,Sm)  • Ti~, # = (#l , . . . ,#rn)  E Z~ n and 
A1, . . . ,  Am are as above• We denote 
and 
Further, for r • Af 
t = tl + " " + trn, 
A = (A1, . . . ,Am),  
t ~ = t~ 1 tt`" 
• " ' m , 
It[ = ( I t l l , . . . ,  [tml), 
t . A = tlA1 + ' "  + tmAm, 
A t` = A~I . . .A~ m, 
s<t  means s i<t i ,  i= l , . . . ,m.  
D~ := A D(At`), 
~=~, ~z  2 
where D(A ~) is the domain of A ~. 
If f • X, # = (#1,. . .  ,~tm) • Z+ n, and for any sequence of vectors tk = ( tk l , . . .  ,tkm) • T~r~ 
with limk--.~ []tkll = 0, there holds 
s - lim [Tkl - i],Ul . . .  [Tkm - -  ~],u,,,f 
= g' (6) 
then f • D(At`), and At`f  = g. On the other hand, if f • D(At`) and At`f  = g, then for any 
sequence of vectors tk = (tkl . . . . .  tkm) with limk~oo IItkll = 0, we have that (6) holds (see [8, 
p. 66]). 
Let y be a Banach subspace of X with norm II " [ly- Fhrther, assume that y is normalized; i.e., 
there holds ILyllx < Ilylly, for every y • y.  Then the completion o fy  relative to X(see [9, p. 373]), 
denoted by yx  is the set of those elements f • X for which there exists a sequence {f,~}n°°=l C Y 
and a constant K > 0 such that Ilfn[ly -< K, for all n • Af and limn--.~ IIf - fnl lx = 0. It is 
readily verified that D 2 under the norm 
IlgllD  := IIAt`911, g • D 2, 
o_<~<2, t`~zy. 
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is a normalized Banach subspace. Thus, D 2 will be used to denote the completion of D 2 relative 
to X. 
Let (fl, ,4, P) be a probability space. For every real-valued random variable X defined on 
(fl,~4, P), E(X) denotes its expectation. If ~ = E(X) exists, then a 2 = aS(X) = E[(X -~)2] 
denotes the variance of X. Let further gAx(u) := E(uX), u > 0 and gA~:(u) := E(eUZ), u C 7t, 
denote the probability-generating a d moment-generating functions of X, respectively. 
We need to consider m-dimensional random vectors, also denoted by X, Y, . . . ,  on (f~, A, P). 
For an m-dimensional random vector X = (Xol,. . . ,Xom), we also use E(X) to denote its 
expectation: E(X) := (E(Xol), . . . ,  E(Xom)). 
Further, we can extend the integration theory about extended Pettis-integral developed by 
Pfeifer in [10] (cf. also [11]) to the multivariate case. 
Let {T(t); t • T4~} be as above and X be an T~-valued random vector such that 
• < = +. .  + Xo ), 
then for every f • 2t' define 
P 
E[T(X)f] := J~ T(X)fdP, 
which exists in the Bochner sense in X by the strong continuity of {T(t); t • T~} and (5). 
Moreover, the map E[T(X)]: f ---* E[T(X)f] on X defines a bounded linear operator E[T(X)] • 
g(X) with 
[]E[T(X)][] <_ MgAx(W ). 
E[T(X)] is called the expectation of T(X) and is understood as an extended Pettis-integral 
following [10]. 
If X, Y are independent 74~-valued random vectors such that gAx(W) < ec, gAy(W) < cc then 
E[T(X)], E[T(Y)] and E[T(X + Y)] exist in $(X) and there holds 
E[T(X) o T(Y)] = E[T(X + Y)] = E[T(X)] o E[T(Y)], 
where "o" denotes composition and sometimes may be suppressed. 
We conclude this section by assuring the reader that under the assumptions of each theorem 
following, our operations with the various kinds of integrals make sense. For the above, see [10-121 
and their references. 
3. LEMMAS 
Lemmas 1, 2 in this section are practically known results (cf. [3,4,12]) and are restated. 
LEMMA 1. Let {T(t); t E T~} be a (Co) m-parameter operator semigroup satisfying (5). Then 
for every g E D 2 and s, t E T~'~, there holds 
T(t)g - T(s)g = T(s)[(t - s) • A]g 
/o + (1 -u) [T (s+u( t - s ) ) -T (s ) ] [ ( t - s ) .A ]2gdu.  (7) 
PROOF. By applying the linear functional method and using Hahn-Banach's Theorem, see [3, 
Lemma 1] for more details. | 
LEMMA 2. Let {X~}i~ 1 be a sequence of Ti~-valued random vectors uch that Xi i.~d. X, with 
- -  n E(X) = x and gAx(6) := E(e ~x) < oo for some 6 > O. Consider Y = ( l /n)  ~=1X, .  Then we 
have 
e ~<E e ~y =gAy(U) <e u~exp[e2(nh_u) 2gA~(6) , (8) 
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when n > u/5, and 
E (Xki - xi) 
k=l 
where l< i<m and lEAf .  
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-<~n-~ (}) ~E {exp [e~(v~{- 1)2 e~ ~*--(5~]x ,J } ' (9) 
PROOF. See [4, Lemma 4] or [12, Lemma 3.1 and Theorem 3.1]. [[ 
We would need also the following. 
LEMMA 3. Let X = (Xol , . . . ,  Xom) be an T~-wa]ued random vector with 
E (X)  = x = (x l , . . . ,  Xm) and there exists a 5 > 0 such that ffJ~(5) < cx). Further let Xk i.~d. X, 
. . .  ~ = n X k 1, 2, and set Sn ~-:~k=l k. Then for g e D 2, there ho]ds 
PROOF. Given any e > 0, choose A > 0 such that for s E 7"/~ when IIs -x l ]  < A implies 
[[(T(s) - T(x))AiAjg[I < e for all 1 < i, j < m. 
Denote 
and 
1A:=T g-  T (x )g -  - x * AT(x )g -  ~ - x * g T(x)g. 
n 
We want to estimate 
n {E  IT (~) ]g -T (x )g}-~E[ ( (X -x ) .A )2]T (x )g  
I2. 
JB (0, A) Jl2-B(0, A) 
(11) 
By Lemma 1, 
I1 ~ /B(O, A)~OI(1--U) [T(x'~u(~ -x)) -T(x)] [(~-x) °d] 2gdudp 
< eE - x _< --e K1, (12) 
n 
the last inequality comes from Lemma 2 for sufficiently large n, where the constant K1 is inde- 
pendent of n and e. 
Next, for/2, we have 
i) +5 - x max IIT(x) A~ &aH dR 1~_i, j<_rn 
< 
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A4 + A3 + A2 
/\[2M/\(E[e(2W/n)s'~]) 1/2 (l[gll + HT(x)g[[)+ IIT(x)Aigll x max 
l<i<_m 
+ 2 max IIT(x)gAiAjgll 
l <_i, j (_m 
1(1 1 1) 
-< ~-ff ~-i + V + ~7 K2 (by Lemma 2), 
when n is large enough and where K2 is some constant independent of n and e. 
Combine (11)-(13), let n ~ c~ and we get 
1 T(x)g < eK1. 
Since e is arbitrary, let e --* 0 and we have 
 imo{  0 
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1 <_ i, j <_ m, then (14) is true for any x e Uo ~ 7"~r~. 
PROOF. (ii) By Lemma 3, when f E D 2 there holds 
s - l imn {E  IT ( - -~) ]  f -T (x ) f}= 1E[ ( (X -x ) .A )2]T(x ) f .  
Since AiA j f  = 0 for all 1 < i, j < m, the right-hand side of the above equation is zero. Hence, 
for all x e 7~ and thus, (14) follows. 
(ii) If f E D 2 and A iA j f  = 0, all 
4. THEOREMS 
Next come our main results. 
THEOREM 1. For each x = (xol,... ,xom) E Uo NTIS, where Uo is a small neighborhood of 
0 E 7~ 'n, let X = (Xo l , . . .  ,Zorn  ) be an 7~-valued random vector with E(X) = x satisfying 
~x(5) < oc for some 5 = 5(x) > 0 and E[(X0~ - xi)(Xoj - xj)] ~ 0 if x~xj ~ 0, 1 < i < j _< m. 
• ~ = n X Let [urther Xk i.Ld. X, k = 1, 2,.. and denote Sn ~k=l k. Then the following statements 
axe valid: 
(i) If 
E [T (~) ] f -T (x ) f  =o~(1) ,  (n--~oc), (14) 
for all x e UoNpr~j(T~'~), all 1 <_ i, j <_ m, then 
fED 2:= N D(A~Aj) and A~Ajf : O, a111<_ i, j <_ m. 
l <_i, j <m 
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(i) For any h = (ha,..., hm) E 7~r~ and hi > 0, i = 1, . . . ,  m, consider 
dh(f) =h--~l ... h-~m ... T(~I + ?']1,... ,~m + ~m)f 
X d~ld~l.., d~m d~?m. (15) 
We have Jh(f) C D 2 and dh(f) --* f when IIhH -~ 0 (cf. [3, Definition 2 and Lemma 2] or [6, 
p. 10]). 
By the assumptions, (14) is true for all x0 = (0 , . . . ,x0 i , . . . ,0)  E UoNpri(T~) for some 
i = 1 , . . . ,m,  with only the ith entry nonzero. For the corresponding random vector X0 = 
(Xol, . . . ,  Xom) with E[Xo] = x0, noting that Xo has nonnegative entries, we have Xoj a._e. 0 for 
j # i. Without loss of generality, we may assume Xoj = 0, for j # i. Now, by applying Lemma 3 
to x0 = (0 , . . . ,xo i , . . . ,0 )  and g := Jh(f), we have 
So, 
1E[(X°* - x°O2]T*(x°O A2 Jh(f) = s -- n--.o~lim n I.~E [Ti ( -~) ]  Jhf - Ti(xoOJh(f) } 
=Jh(S--n--~lim n{E[T i (~) ]  f -T i (xo i ) f} )  =0. 
Since A/2 is closed, when HhH ~ 0, we have 
1E[(X0i - Ti(xoO = (16) X0i) 2 ] A~f O. 
Note that this is true for every small x0i > 0, and by the assumption of the theorem E[(Xoi - 
z0i) 2] > 0, thus, we have that f c D(A 2) and A~f = O. Since i is chosen arbitrary among 
{1, . . . ,m},  we have that f ¢ D(g 2) and A2f = 0, for all i e {1, . . . ,m}.  
Next, repeat he same argument to x = (0 , . . . , x i , . . . ,0 , . . . , x j , . . . ,0 )  E UoNprij(7~r~) with 
only i and jth entries nonzero, we have that 
E[(X0i - xi)2]A~ Jhf + 2E[(Xoi - zO(Xoj - zj)]Ai Aj Jhf + E[(Xoj - zj)2]A~ dhf = O. 
So, we get (cf. [3, Lemma 2] or [6, p. 10]) 
S[(Xoi--Xi)2] ~0 hl I'h'r' (T(hi)--I) 2f n d~d'k ]o IIrk( k 
2m-2 
f foh ' l foh '  l /h l  fo [~k¢i,j h2 + 2E[(Xoi - xd(Xoj - xj)] il ... 
2r~-4 
× 1-I Tk( k Ti(hi) -ZTj(hj) -Z f  
k#i, j hi hj kCi,jE d~k d~k d~i d~i 
h .... 
+ E [(Xoj - l-k j , 
JO 
2m-2  
× \ hj f YI  d~k d~?k = O. 
k~j 
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As hk(k ¢ i , j )  tend to zero, we obtain 
E [ (Xo i -  x~)2 l (T (h~ I )2 f  + 2E[(X0~-  xi)(Xo3 - xj)] 
(T(hi) - I )(T(hj)  - I) (T(hj) - I )2 f  
hihj f + E[(Xoj - xj) 2] 2 = O. x h j  
Now, let hi, hj tend to zero and use (16), also note that E[(X0i - xi)(Xoj - xj)] ¢ 0, we have 
lira (Ti(hi) - I) (Tj(hj) - I) f = O. 
h, ---*0, hj -~0 hi hj 
Since the above is true for any (hi,hi) --~ (0,0), 1 _< i, j < m, by (6), we have f E D(AiAj)  and 
A~Ajf  = 0, establishing the claim. I 
COROLLARY 1. Under the same conditions of Theorem 1, the following statements are equivalent: 
(i) For any f E D 2 (14) holds for all x E Uo~T~;  
(ii) 
T(t) = I + t . B, for all t E V~,  
where B = (B1 , . . . ,  Bm) and Bi's are bounded linear operators atisfying B~Bj = 0 for a11 1 < i, 
j<_m. 
PROOF. (i) =~ (ii) For any f E X, let Jh( f )  as in (15); thus, Jh( f )  E D 2 and by Theorem 1 
AiAj Jh( f )  = 0. By applying Lemma 1, we have 
j0 
1 
T(t) Jh( f )  - Jh(f) = (t * A)Jh(f)  + (1 - u)(T(ut) - I))(t • A)2Jh(f) du = (t • A)Jh(f) .  
Let Ilhll ~ 0, noting that Ai's are closed operators, we have T( t ) f  = f + (t * A)f; i.e., (ii) holds. 
(ii) =* (i). It is easy to see that Ai = Bi. So if g E D 2, then AiAjg = 0, for all 1 _< i, j _< m. 
So, (ii) of Theorem 1 proves our claim, l 
REMARK 1. Fang's result [5] for k = 2 is the special case m = 1 of our Corollary 1. 
A generalization of Theorem 1 follows. 
THEOREM 2. LetE  C T~+,F C 7~ betwosets. Suppose for each r/ E Eandv  = (V l , . . .  ,Vrn) E F 
there corresponds a Z+-valued random variable N and an 7~-valued random vector Y = 
(Yol,. . .  ,Yor~). They satisfy: (a) N and Y are independent; (b) EN = 77, EY  = V, and 
~N(@-~(6)) < oc for some 5 = 6(r/y) > O; (c) there exists a small neighborhood Uo of 0 E 7~ 
such that U0 [ ' )~  C {r/v; r/E E, V E F} and rlE[(Y0i - Vi)(Yoj - Vj)] +E[ (N  - r/)2]ViVj ~ 0 if 
ViVj ¢ O, 1 < i, j << m. Then, the following are valid: 
(i) If 
f - -  ~ Or/')' - -  (17) 
for all rF/ E Uo Nprij(7~'~), all 1 <_ i, 3 < m, then, 
fED 2 := N D(AiAj) and A iA j f=O,  al l l<_i,  j <_m. 
l <_i, 3 <rn 
(ii) I f /  E D 2 and A iA j f  = O, all 1 <_ i, j <_ m, then (17) holds for any ~y E Uo NTIS .  
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PROOF. Let I~ i.Ld. y ,  l = 1, 2, . . . ,  and Xk i.~d. X, k = 1, 2 , . . . ,  where X = y~.N 1 1~ then 
(el. [3, Theorem 2] or [13]). We want to apply Theorem 1 to X = Y~-~I I~. It is easy to verify 
that (cf. [la]) 
n (" /) EX = r/~f, (~) = qd N ffd.~(~ < 00. 
Similarly, 
N 
= r/E[(Yoi - 7i)(Yoj - 7j)] + E[(N - r/)217i 7j. 
Now the conditions of Theorem 1 are fulfilled by the corresponding ones of Theorem 2. Thus, 
the conclusions in Theorem 2 follow. I 
The next theorem corresponds to the setting of [3, Theorem 4]. 
THEOREM 3. Let E C 7~r~, F C 7"4+ be two sets. Suppose for each r/ = (T l l , . . . , r / rn )  E E 
and 7 E F there corresponds a Z~-valued random vector N = (N01,...,N0rn) and an 7"4+- 
valued random variable Y satisfying: a) N and Y are independent; b) EN = rl, EY  = 7, and 
9~(~(6) )  < oo for some 6 = 6(7r/) > O; c) there exists a small neighborhood Uo ofO E T¢'~ 
such that U0 AT¢~ c {Tr/; 7 E F,r/ E E} and 72E[(Noi - rh)(Noj - r/j)] # 0 ifr/ir/j # O, 1 < i, 
j<m.  
Fhrthermore, for each i E {1,... ,m} let Yu i.~d. Y,l = 1,2, . . . .  N and Yu's are assumed to be 
altogether independent. Then the following are valid: 
(i) I f  
{E[T(~IYh" ' " ' z~=OI1Y I ' *m)]}  n \ h = '  n f - T(Tr/)f = o~ (1 ) ,  (n --+ oo), (18) 
for all 7rl E Uo Npr i j (g '~),  a11 1 <_ i, j <_ m, then 
fED 2:= A D(AiAj)  and A iA j f=O,  a111<_i, j<_m. 
l<_i, j<m 
(ii) I/' f E D 2 and AiA j f  = 0, all 1 <_ i, j <_ m, then (18) is true t'or any "y~ E Uo Nl~ T. 
PROOF. Let Xk i.~d. X,  k = 1, 2, . . . ,  where 
) X := Y~11,"., Yt,~m • 
\ /1=1 lm=l 
Then (cf. [3, Theorem 4]) 
and 
n 
E[X] = 
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We would like to apply Theorem 1 on X as here. So we need to verify the validity of the conditions 
in Theorem 1. Note that (cf. [3]) 
• = 
S[(Xoi - xi)(Xoj - xj)] = "r2S[(Noi - ~i)(Noj - ~j)] ¢ 0, when ~?i~?~ ¢ 0, 
and 
E[(X0i - xi) 2] = ~ia2(Y) + a2(Ni)~/2 ¢ 0, when ~i ~ 0. 
Now the conditions in Theorem 1 are satisfied by the corresponding conditions of Theorem 3. 
Hence, the conclusions of Theorem 3 follow. 1 
It is desirable to sharpen the results of the previous theorems to the pointwise case, however, 
even in the one-dimensional c se it is extremely difficult o do so. For that, see the counterexample 
given by Ditzian and May [14] (cf. also [15])• The following result confirms the order o(~) 
(n ~ oc) in the previous theorems as the saturation order, since there are indeed many nontrivial 
elements that achieve order O(~) (n --~ ¢x)). 
HA'  
THEOREM 4. Under the conditions of Theorem 1, we have for f • D 2 that 
E [T (~) ] f -T (x ) f  =Oz(1)  (n - .oo) ,  fo ra l l x•UoNT~ ~. (19) 
~X 
Here, D 2 is the completion of D 2 relative to X. 
PROOF. If f E D 2 then, by Lemma 3, we have that 
~X 
so (19) holds• If f C 0 2 , then there exists a sequence h • D2 satisfying Ifh - fH -~ 0 and 
IlfkllD2 <-- K1 for some K1 independent of k. Therefore, by (20) and the principle of uniform 
boundedness, when n is large enough we get 
n {E IT (~)1  fk -T (x ) fk}  <_ 2[ IE[ ( (X-x)  .A)2]T(x)fkll + K2[IfkllD2 <_ K3, 
where/(2 and K3 are constants independent of k and n. Then, as k --* c~, we obtain (19). | 
5. EXAMPLES 
Here, we present some examples which are applications of Theorems 1-3 for some concrete 
representation formulae of (Co) m-parameter operator semigroups. 
EXAMPLE 1. Take X = (X01,...,X0m) that follows the multipoint distribution with E[X] = 
•, ~ ErL x = (xl,.. xm) for every x E U0 N +, U0 being a neighborhood of 0 E T~ : 
P(X = ei) = xi, (e~ = (0 .... ,1,.. . ,0)) 
and 
P(X=O)=I -5 ,  where0<~_ l ,  (5=x l+. . .+xm) .  
Then, by some easy calculation, we have: 
((1) i) = + xi Ti - , k~x(/f )=  e 6~ =l -~+~e ~<oo,  E 
i----1 
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E[(Xoi - xi)2)] = xi(1 - xi), and E[(X0i - xi)(Xoj - xj)] = -x ix j ,  if i # j. 
So, by Theorem 1, the following are equivalent: 
(i) 
I( I (1) I+__x i  Ti - I  : -T (x ) f  =ox , (n~cx3),  
i=1 
for all x E U0 N 7e~'; 
(ii) f E D 2 and A~Ajf  = O, 1 <_ i, j < m. 
EXAMPLE 2. Take X to be Z+-valued random variable that follows the geometric distribution 
over Z+ : 
for a l l kEZ+,  wherer IEEC~+\{O}.  P(N= k) = l + rl 
Let also Y - (71,... ,Tin) E F C 7~.  Then 
E[N] = ~?, ElY] = (~1, . . . ,  "/m) --~-: ")' 
and 
( ,+ , i ,  x:) l l  -- 
Further, by some easy calculation, we have 
( ' )  ~N ~2-(~) = E[e e('y~+'''+~m)g] = (1 + ~ - ee('Y~++~m)n) -1 < oo, 
for 5 < ~ ln(1 + 1) and 
rlE[(Y0i - "h)(Y0j - "b)] + E[(N -/])2]~i"/j = E[(N - ~)2],./i~Yj 
= r/(1 + 2rl)~/i3,j ¢ 0, if 3,~/j ¢ O. 
Assume further that there exists a neighborhood U0 of 0 E T~,  such that UoNn~ c {v~; 
~? E E, 7 E F}. Then, by Theorem 2, the following are equivalent: 
(i) 
{ I {- ?~ [I - T ( X~l n , . . . , X-~m ) ] } -n f - T(oT"f) f = or13, ( ~ ) , 
for all 7/'I' E u0 NuT; 
(ii) feD 2andAiA j=0,  l<_i, j<_m. 
Note that the representation formula involved in the above example is another multivariate 
analogue of Shaw's formula [1], while the one in the following corresponds to Shaw's [2, Theo- 
rem 4]. 
EXAMPLE 3. In Theorem 3, take F = {1}, E = U0, where U0 is a neighborhood of 0 E 7~ and 
f m {t 0 < 1}. For each x E E, let N be Z~-valued included in the simplex o R+ : U C E ~;  t < 
random vector that follows the multipoint distribution: 
P(N=ei )=x i  (1 < i<m)  and P(N=O)=I -Z .  
In Theorem 3, take Y to be exponentially distributed with density e -v, v E T~+. Then 
E[N]=x,  E[Y]= I, E [ (Y -1 )  2 ]=1,  
2 and E[(N~ - x~)(Ny - xj)] = -xix3. E[(Ni - xi) 2] = xi - x i 
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Also, when i5 < 1, we have that  g2~(~( /5) )  < c~. So all the conditions of Theorem 3 are satisfied. 
F inal ly we observe that  (cf. [3, Example 4]) 
and [ E T [~-~ LYh l , . . . ,  ~ Yt,,,m = I + Xi[ ( I - -  Ai)  -1 - I]. ~ 11=1 n l,,~-I i=l 
Now, by Theorem 3, the following statements are equivalent: 
(i) 
I + ~-~ xi[( I  - Ai)  -1 - I] f -  = o~ , 
i=l 
for all x E U0 N ~;  
(ii) f cD  2andA iA j=0,  l<_ i ,  j<_m.  
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